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new object type to be used within my code. Right now, the library is simply a sample implementation
of something that could be included in a future project. For example, I have an object type Time that
needs access to the time in relation to some reference frame. Time is just a dumb container that is
specific to this project and the library doesn't have a concept of time measurement. (All it has is a
single 'hours' and'minutes' field.) However, the library does define the class referenceTime (Time
with a few more fields), which contains methods that I can use to calculate reference time offset.
What I want to do is take the Time class and wrap all the methods and fields in the Time class as

attributes of a new referenceTime class. Basically, I want to essentially mimic the logic in
referenceTime inside Time. That way, I can run the same method on Time with referenceTime and

the logic will work the same way. Of course, I can't put a referenceTime instance inside Time (which
is a dumb object container), but I can make it an attribute of Time. My problem is that I can't figure

out how to make referenceTime an attribute of Time. The easiest thing I can think of is giving
referenceTime a constructor that takes in Time and initializes the Time field. The problem with that is
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